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On Exploring Inter-Iteration Parallelism
Within Rate-Balanced Multirate

Multidimensional DSP Algorithms
Dongming Peng and Mi Lu

Abstract—Although the notion of the parallelism in multidi-
mensional applications has existed for a long time, it is so far
unknown what the bound (if any) of inter-iteration parallelism in
multirate multidimensional digital signal processing (DSP) algo-
rithms is, and whether the maximum inter-iteration parallelism
can be achieved for arbitrary multirate data flow algorithms. This
paper explores the bound of inter-iteration parallelism within
rate-balanced multirate multidimensional DSP algorithms and
proves that this parallelism can always be achieved in hardware
system given the availability of a large number of processors and
the interconnections between them.

Index Terms—Inter-iteration parallelism, multidimensional
data flow graph, multidimensional unfolding, multirate signal
processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE DESIGNS of application specific integrated cir-
cuits (ASIC) and/or multiprocessor systems are usually

required in order to improve the performance of multidimen-
sional applications such as multimedia processing, computer
vision, high-definition television, medical imaging, remote
sensing, and fluid dynamics. Due to the features of hierarchical
signal analysis and multiresolution analysis, many of these ap-
plications are multirate in nature [13], meaning that the sample
rate is not constant throughout the algorithm description. There
are many famous multirate multidimensional digital signal
processing (DSP) applications including discrete wavlet trans-
form (DWT) [13], [21], full wavelet transform (FWT) [13],
[21], multi-wavelet transform (MWT) [22], -ary wavelet
transform [13], [21], wavelet packet transform (WPT) [23],
embedded zerotree coding [24], set partitioning in hierarchical
trees (SPIHT) [25], spatial-frequential quantization (SFQ) [26],
[27], etc. Though the theory of multirate DSP systems has
matured over the past decade [11], [13], [21], there has not yet
sbeen much research on the theory of designing efficient ASIC
architectures for multidimensional multirate systems [11]. As a
result, there has been a lack of computer-aided design (CAD)
tools that can translate multidimensional multirate algorithms at
a behavior level into efficient VLSI architectures by exploiting
the parallelism within the algorithms [11].
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Fig. 1. A multirate multidimensional algorithm.

There are two types of parallelism available in -D signal
processing. The first type of parallelism is inter-iteration par-
allelism (i.e., simultaneous execution of iterations in an algo-
rithm), which can be achieved by increasing the amount of
hardware so multiple iterations can be executed concurrently.
By using the parallel execution order we can exploit inter-it-
eration parallelism to speedup the execution of the algorithm.
The second type of parallelism is intra-iteration (or inter-oper-
ation) parallelism (i.e., simultaneous execution of tasks within
an iteration). In general, the retiming technique [1]–[10], [18],
[19] is involved to exploit the intra-iteration parallelism so
operations within an iteration can be executed in parallel, re-
sulting a shorter clock period because more operations can
be performed in parallel in circuits during each clock cycle.
In contrast with [11], [12], and [20], where the intra-iteration
parallelism for the multirate DSP algorithm is addressed, this
paper is concerned with exploring the inter-iteration parallelism
for the multirate DSP algorithm. In particular, we are concerned
with a generally used class of multirate multidimensional DSP
algorithms: rate-balanced multidimensional DSP algorithms
of which the precise definition is given in Section II. Many
multirate applications in practice, e.g., all multirate systems
mentioned in [12], [13] are rate-balanced multidimensional
DSP algorithms. An example of a block representation for a
rate-balanced 2-D system is illustrated in Fig. 1. The code
corresponding to Fig. 1 is as the following:

Much research on high-level synthesis for 1-D DSP algo-
rithms has been done based on modeling the loops or iterations
of DSP algorithms in the data-flow graphs (DFG) [7]–[10].
The nodes in a DFG correspond to tasks or computations,
and edges correspond to communications. The edges in DFGs
have delays (or weights) associated with them. An edge with
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zero-valued delay describes precedence between tasks within
an iteration, and an edge with nonzero-valued delay describes
precedence between tasks of different iterations. The loops or
iterations of multidimensional DSP algorithms are represented
by multidimensional DFG (MDFG) [7]–[10]. The iterations
in a multidimensional DSP algorithm are taken as cells in
an -D iteration space [9], where each cell (or iteration) is
indexed by an -component vector (whose components are
taken as the coordinates of the cell) in the -D space. The
delay-weights associating edges in an MDFG, which are also

-component vectors, are employed to describe dependence
relationships between the tasks in different iterations in the
iteration space. The multirate multidimensional algorithms can
be described by multirate MDFGs (MR-MDFG) [12], in which
the difference from the normal MDFGs is that the edges in
MR-MDFGs are doubly-weighted by delays and the multi-
rates. Both delay-weights and multirate-weights of the edges
in the MR-MDFGs, which are -component vectors, are used
to represent the dependencies between tasks of iterations in the
iteration space. The dependence relationships between itera-
tions of multirate -D algorithms are variable in the iteration
space.

No published research has been devoted to exploring the
inter-iteration parallelism within multirate multidimensional
DSP algorithms. Although the notion of the parallelism in
multidimensional applications has existed for a long time, it
was so far unknown what the bound (if any) of inter-iteration
parallelism in multirate multidimensional DSP algorithms
is, and whether the maximum inter-iteration parallelism can
be achieved for arbitrary multirate data-flow algorithms. In
the context of one-dimensional (1-D) single-rate algorithms,
signal processing programs with recursion (or feedback) have
a fundamental bound on the available parallelism, referred to
as iteration bound [14], [15]. In calculating the iterations of a
1-D algorithm with feedback, we can never achieve an iteration
period shorter than iteration bound, even when infinite pro-
cessors are available. In the case of -D multirate algorithms,
the problem of exploring maximum available inter-iteration
parallelism is far more complicated, especially because of
the dependencies complicatedly existing in the -D iteration
space. Contributing multidimensional intercalation and multi-
dimensional unfolding, this paper explores the inter-iteration
parallelism within rate-balanced multirate multidimensional
DSP algorithms based on the method of general selective
shrinking [16], and proves that this parallelism can always be
achieved in hardware system, given the availability of a large
number of processors and the interconnections between them.
The upper bound on the number of processors to achieve the
inter-iteration parallelism is derived.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we model
the multirate multidimensional algorithms in MR-MDFG. Some
definitions and properties are to be presented. In Section III
we propose the multidimensional intercalation, which leads to
the translation of an MR-MDFG into a single-rate MDFG and
the formal presentation of multidimensional unfolding in Sec-
tion IV. Based on these contributions, we further analyze the
bound of the inter-iteration parallelism within the algorithms
represented by the rate-balanced MR-MDFG, and optimally ex-

plore the inter-iteration parallelism with the proposal of cyclic
MDFG shrinking in Section V. Finally, conclusions are given in
Section VI.

II. BASICS OF MODELING MULTIRATE MULTIDIMENSIONAL

DSP ALGORITHMS

A. Regulations in Using Symbols Throughout the Paper

To give a clear presentation, we first introduce the regulations
in using symbols throughout this paper. We use boldface sym-
bols for representing vectors in the paper. Any boldface symbols
correspond to vectors in our paper. A number in boldface is used
to represent a constant vector whose components are all equal to
this number, e.g., . Any vector in the paper has

components by default unless indicated specifically. Unless
we state otherwise in the paper, the components of a vector are
represented by the same letter (as the one for the vector) with
subscripts, and the letter for components is NOT in boldface.
For example, we take and as two -component vectors.
Their components are and for , respectively.
To differentiate, and are a group of vec-
tors (NOT components of vectors) in the paper. We define that
all calculations between vectors are component-wise. There is
another way to represent a vector in the paper, i.e., to put the
vector’s components together in a parenthesis and separate them
by commas. Examples of some calculations on vectors we used
in the rest of the paper as as follows.

Modulo calculation is

% % % %

The calculation of least common multiple (LCM) is

The calculation of greatest common divisor (GCD) is

The floor calculation is

In calculation between a vector and a scalar, the scalar is ex-
tended to a vector

By we mean for any .
is the magnitude of A
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The GCD of two fractional numbers is defined as

where integers and are co-prime and and are co-prime.
Similarly, the LCM of two fractional numbers is defined as

with the same assumption of , and . A vector is defined
as integral if all of its components are integers.

B. Basics of Modeling Multirate Multidimensional DSP
Algorithms

In the following we introduce some basic concepts related
to modeling multidimensional algorithms, such as multidimen-
sional data-flow graphs (MDFGs), iterations and the iteration
space. An MDFG, , is a node-weighted and
edge-weighted directed graph modeling a multidimensional
DSP algorithm, where is the set of computation nodes,

is the set of edges representing the data flows
and dependencies between nodes, is the set of delay-weights
( -component integral vectors) on (each edge is associated
with an -component vector as its delay-weight) and represents
the multidimensional delays of data flowing between two
nodes, with being the number of dimensions of the algorithm,
and is the set of computation times (in clock cycles) for the
computation nodes. An iteration is the execution of a loop body
exactly once, i.e., executing the task corresponding to each
node in exactly once.

Procedure 2.1—Constructing an -D Iteration Space Based
on an MDFG [9]: By replicating an MDFG at multidimen-
sionally indexed positions, we expand an iteration space, where
each MDFG, excluding the edges whose delay-weights are not
equal to , is taken as a cell (or iteration) which is indexed by
Cartesian coordinates or an -component vector. Those edges
with nonzero delay-weights within the MDFG give specifica-
tions on the dependence relations among different cells in iter-
ation space which are distanced by the delay-weights of edges,
and those edges with zero delay-weights give specifications on
the dependence relations within each cell in iteration space (see
Fig. 2).

In this paper, we use the terms “cell” and “iteration” inter-
changeably. An example of an MDFG for a two-dimensional
(2-D) algorithm and the corresponding iteration space has been
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Multirate DSP algorithm descriptions contain decimators
and/or expanders [13]. In this paper, we represent these dec-
imators and expanders by multirate-weighted edges in an
MDFG. We unify the expressions for decimators and expanders
as: if is not integral, otherwise

, where (or ) is a multidimen-
sional data stream as the input (or output) of node V (or U),

is the index of , and and are the delay-weight
and multirate-weight of edge . An MDFG is extended to a
multirate MDFG (MR-MDFG) by giving each edge a mul-
tirate-weight. Both delay-weight and multirate-weight of an
edge are -component vectors. The components of the vectors

Fig. 2. Simple example of an MDFG and the corresponding iteration space.
(a) A 2-D MDFG and the corresponding code. (b) Expanding the iteration
space by iteratively copying the 2-D MDFG. (c) The iteration space in which
each indexed cell (or iteration) is a copy of the 2-D MDFG. The arrows are
dependence vectors between cells corresponding to nonzero weighted edges in
the 2-D MDFG.

for delay-weights are any integers. The components of the
vectors for multirate-weights are positive integers or inverts
of positive integers ( or where is any positive integer).
If the multirate-weight of an edge in MR-MDFG is equal to

, the corresponding edge is called a single-rate edge, other-
wise a multirate edge. Traditional MDFGs can be extended to
MR-MDFGs where all edges are single-rate edges. Without
loosing generality, we assume that each computation node in
an MR-MDFG can have at most two input edges to receive
operands (otherwise we could add some auxiliary computation
nodes and edges to satisfy this assumption). In summary, an
MR-MDFG is described as , where
is the set of computation time of nodes, is the set of the
delay-weights on edges, and is the set of multirate-weights
on edges. An MR-MDFG corresponding to the multirate multi-
dimensional algorithm in Fig. 1 is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Definition 2.1: The rate of a path in an MR-MDFG
is equal to where represents all edges along path

.
The sources of an MDFG are those nodes connected to the

data stream(s) of system input. We suppose all other nodes in the
MR-MDFG can be reached from at least one of the sources via
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Fig. 3. An MR-MDFG corresponding to the algorithm in Fig. 1.

one or more paths. We also assume that, if there are two or more
system input streams, they flow into the MR-MDFG at the same
rate. If this is not true, we can add some auxiliary multirate-
weighted edges connected with the sources of the MR-MDFG
to satisfy our assumption.

Definition 2.2: The rate of an edge , is
defined as the LCM of all where represents any possible
path starting from a source of the MR-MDFG to and going
through .

Definition 2.3: We define an MR-MDFG as a rate-balanced
MR-MDFG if, for any node in the MR-MDFG, the rates of this
node’s input edges are identical. Otherwise, the MR-MDFG is
defined as rate-conflict.

Definition 2.4: We define the delay of a path in an
MR-MDFG as

where is the number of edges on path , and contains edges
, successively.

Throughout this paper, if , we always take
as 1, and take as 0, where is a function of .

Traditional MDFGs can be taken as a special class of rate-bal-
anced MR-MDFGs. The multirate algorithms represented by
rate-balanced MR-MDFGs are rate-balanced algorithms; other-
wise are rate-conflict algorithms. It can be shown that MDFGs
for many generally used multirate DSP algorithms such as all
wavelet-based algorithms and all practical multirate systems
mentioned in [11]–[13] are rate-balanced multirate algorithms.

Before going to further analysis, we present some straightfor-
ward properties to be used later.

Property 2.1: Suppose are the
multirate-weights for all edges on a cycle in a rate-balanced
MR-MDFG. To avoid the rate of data flow in the system being
infinite or zero, and so as for the system to be meaningful, we
have that . This is consistent with the claim
that for any edge , we have in a rate-bal-
anced MR-MDFG, where is any path from one of the sources
of the MDFG to node and going through edge .

Property 2.2: Suppose that , and
are successively nodes and edges on any

a path in a rate-balanced MR-MDFG, and (or ) is
the input (or output) of node for on
the path. Thus, we have that

is depen-
dent on , where is the index of and integral
such that the indices of are also integral. If appropriate

integral values of components of can always be chosen
periodically, solely determined by , which
is the original meaning of a “multirate system”, we have that

(for )
should be integral.

Property 2.3: Suppose that
and are successively nodes and
edges on a path in a rate-balanced MR-MDFG.

as in Definition 2.4.
should be integral based on Property 2.2.

Property 2.4: For co-prime integers and ; co-prime inte-
gers and

Property 2.5: For integers , and

% % %

%

%

When is a fractional number, and are integers, the
second equations also holds. The property also holds for integral
vectors and .

Property 2.6: If and only if an MR-MDFG is rate-balanced,
for any edge in the MR-MDFG, e.g., , we have

, where is any path from one of the sources in the
MDFG to node and going through edge . See [20] for proof
of this property.

III. MULTIDIMENSIONAL INTERCALATION ON MR-MDFG

Definition 3.1: In an MR-MDFG, a rate-identical cut is a set
of edges whose rates are identical.

Theorem 3.1: If and only if an MR-MDFG is rate-balanced,
such property exists: when we cut off all multirate edges from
this MR-MDFG to get subgraphs each of which is equivalent
to a traditional MDFG, i.e., consists of computation nodes con-
nected by single-rate edges, all the multirate edges in the orig-
inal MR-MDFG that are pointed directly into the same subgraph
belong to a rate-identical cut.

Proof: See [20].
Corollary 3.1: If an MR-MDFG is rate-balanced, such

property exists: when we cut off all multirate edges from this
MR-MDFG to get subgraphs, all the multirate edges in the
original MR-MDFG that outgo from the same subgraph belong
to a rate-identical cut.

Proof: Immediately from Theorem 3.1 and the fact that all
edges in subgraphs are single-rate.
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Fig. 4. Example of multidimensional intercalation on a 2-D MR-MDFG. (a)
The iteration space for an MR-MDFG before intercalation. The arrows are
dependence vectors between cells. (b) The iteration space for an MR-MDFG
after intercalation.

Definition 3.2: The rate of a node in a rate-balanced
MR-MDFG, , is equal to the rates of the input edges
of node if is not a source of MR-MDFG; otherwise,

. Note that this is defined well because the rates of
input edges (if any) for any node are equal in a rate-balanced
MR-MDFG.

Definition 3.3: When we partition a rate-balanced
MR-MDFG by cutting off all multirate edges to get sub-
graphs containing nodes and single-rate edges only, each of
such subgraphs is called a unit subgraph.

Definition 3.4: The rate of a unit subgraph in a rate-bal-
anced MR-MDFG, , is equal to the rate of any node in .
Note that this is defined well because all nodes in are con-
nected by single-rate edges so that the rates of their input edges
are equal and then the rates of these nodes are equal.

Property 3.1: For any edge in a rate-balanced
MR-MDFG, we always have .

Proof: If is a source of the MR-MDFG, the property is
apparently true considering Property 2.6. If not, based on the
assumption in Section II-B that all nodes other than sources can
be reached from source(s) via at least a path in the MR-MDFG,
we can find a path starting from a source to . The extended
path that consists of and is a path from a source to .
Based on Property 2.6, Definition 3.2 and Definition 2.1, we
have .

Definition 3.5: The dependence vectors between the cells in
the iteration space are the vectors corresponding to the depen-

dence relations of operations among different cells (or itera-
tions) in iteration space.

As illustrated in Fig. 4(a), we replicate an MR-MDFG at
multidimensionally indexed positions and expand an iteration
space where each indexed cell (or iteration) is an instance of
the MR-MDFG excluding those nonzero delay-weighted edges

. These edges correspond to dependence relations
among cells (iterations) in iteration space. For example, assume
a cell indexed by in iteration space. There is an edge in
the MR-MDFG with delay-weight and multirate-weight as
and . Corresponding to this edge, there is a cell in it-
eration space on which cell depends, where

(if is integral) according to the input/output rela-
tion of a multirate-edge introduced in Section II-B. Thus, there
is a dependence vector starting from cell in iteration
space. In a traditional (single-rate) MDFG, we have
for any edge, so the dependence vector is in iteration space
for traditional MDFGs.

Procedure 3.1 (Multidimensional Intercalation on
MR-MDFG in Iteration Space):

Step 1) Partitioning the rate-balanced MR-MDFG into unit
subgraphs: Cut off all multirate edges from the
MR-MDFG to partition it into unit subgraphs.

Step 2) Creating the normalization vector: Suppose that
the MR-MDFG has been partitioned into
unit subgraphs: in Step 1, and
the rates of these subgraphs are represented by
vectors . Now, create a spe-
cial vector called normalization vector,

.
Step 3) Multidimensional intercalation: Consider an

MR-MDFG cell indexed by an -component
vector in the -D iteration space, and a unit sub-
graph located in this cell. Move

from this cell to a new cell position indexed
by vector in the -D iteration space
(for ). Apply this movement to all unit
subgraphs and all positions in the iteration space.
To preserve all dependence relationships, or to pre-
serve the function of the algorithm represented by
the original MR-MDFG, the dependence vectors in
iteration space corresponding to all the multirate
edges in the original MR-MDFG (i.e., the edges
connecting the partitioned subgraphs) are moved
accordingly as the movement of the unit subgraphs
in iteration space.

We call Procedure 3.1 as “Multidimensional intercalation”
because the MR-MDFG is partitioned into single-rate subgraphs
and these subgraphs are “intercalated” in iteration space ac-
cording to their rates. A simple schematic view of multidimen-
sional intercalation on a 2-D MR-MDFG is illustrated in Fig.
4(b). An explanation to the term “multidimensional intercala-
tion” is: inserting the unit subgraphs of an MR-MDFG between
existing cells in the -D iteration space.

Theorem 3.2: After the multidimensional intercalation on an
rate-balanced MR-MDFG, the lengths of dependence vectors
between cells in iteration space are constant values which are
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Fig. 5. Simple example of multidimensional unfolding transform on a 2-D MDFG. (a) The iteration space for the 2-D MDFG before unfolding. The thick lines
will be used for merging adjacent cells. (b) Partitioning (a) so that every 2 � 3 adjacent cells are taken as a group. Nodes are relabeled. Dependence vetors are
copied from (a). (c) G : the unfolded MDFG of G with unfolding factor (2, 3). (d) The new iteration space based on the unfolded MDFG: G . The arrows are
dependence vectors specifying dependence relations between cells or within a cell corresponding to edges in G .

independent of either the positions of the vectors or the input
size of the algorithm represented by the MR-MDFG.

Proof: See [20].

IV. MULTIDIMENSIONAL UNFOLDING ON

MULTIDIMENSIONALLY INTERCALATED MR-MDFG

This section studies systematic multidimensional unfolding
on the MR-MDFG and properties of unfolded MR-MDFG.
Reference [15] has given presentations on systematic unfolding
transforms on 1-D algorithms, where successively executed
iterations are represented by an unfolded 1-D DFG. However,
the extension of 1-D unfolding to -D unfolding is not trivial
especially when considering the newly generated delay-weights
in the unfolded MDFG and when the original MDFG is cyclic.

A. Construction of Unfolded -D MDFG

The 1-D unfolding transform exploits the inter-iteration
precedence constraints in addition to the intra-iteration prece-
dence constraints, and can lead to the overlapped schedules
(i.e., the tasks of an iteration are scheduled to be executed

before all the tasks of previous iterations have been executed).
Now we present the general procedure of unfolding transform
on an MDFG which corresponds to an -D algorithm. Suppose
that is the unfolding factor (an -component vector, with
positive integers as components).

A simple illustration of an unfolding transform of a 2-D
MDFG, , which contains only two nodes and and an
edge with delay-weight is given in Fig. 5,
where . The original dependence vectors between
cells in the 2-D iteration space are shown in Fig. 5(a). One
way to explain the unfolding transform is: to merge every

adjacent cells in 2-D iteration space [Fig.
5(a)] into a larger cell, and construct a new iteration space
where each indexed cell is the larger cell by merging such
six cells from old iteration space. Label every 2 3 adjacent
cells in old 2-D iteration space as: cell (0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), (1,
0), (1, 1), and (1, 2). The other way to explain the concept of
unfolding transform is to obtain a new MDFG: to unfold
by so that we have a new MDFG, , which contains 2 3
instances of , and . Let the instances of and in be
labeled as
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, and . By
replicating at consecutively indexed cells in a 2-D space, we
also construct a new iteration space which is the same as in the
first explanation, and each cell (or iteration) in the new space
is basically a copy of .

Now, we formally consider the delay-weights of edges in
and the corresponding dependence vectors between cells in the
new iteration space. First, we draw Fig. 5(b) by partitioning
Fig. 5(a) so that every 2 3 cells are taken as a group (a larger
cell), and relabeling nodes in each group as shown in Fig.
5(b). Meanwhile, we copy those dependence vectors from Fig.
5(a). Some of these dependence vectors fall into the same
group in Fig. 5(b), and some do not. We have dependence
vectors and falling into
the same group. However, other dependence vectors (starting
from ) extend across different
groups, i.e., the vector starting from is pointed to

which is on the upper group, the vectors from
and are pointed to the right group, and the vector from

is pointed to the upper-right group. Reviewing the
way of replicating an MDFG to construct an iteration space
in Section II-B (shown in Fig. 2), we can figure out what the
delay-weights of edges in should be

is drawn in Fig. 5(c). Now we can draw a new iteration
space in Fig. 5(d) with each of its consecutively indexed cells
being a copy of (excluding nonzero delay-weighted edges)
and meanwhile a concatenation of 2 3 cells of Fig. 5(a). The
components of dependence vectors between these cells in the
new iteration space are evaluated in terms of the indices of new
iteration space (NOT in terms of the old iteration space).

The general procedure of multidimensional unfolding with
unfolding factor on an MDFG, , is summarized and formu-
lated in the following to construct an MDFG, , as the unfolded

.
Procedure 4.1: Multidimensional unfolding on MDFG

Step 1) Suppose a node in is . Draw nodes in
which are corresponding to and are taken as in-
stances of , and label any one of these nodes
by , where is one of integral -component
vectors that satisfy . Apply such
operations to all nodes in .

Step 2) Suppose an edge in is , whose
delay-weight is . Corresponding to , draw
edges in such that: there is an edge from to

in , where is any one of integral -com-
ponent vectors that satisfy
is equal to % ; and the delay-weight of

Fig. 6. Another example of multidimensional unfolding on a 2-D MDFG.
(a) A 2-D MDFG. (b) The multidimensional unfolding of the MDFG in (a) by
unfolding factor (2, 3). (c) The iteration space where each cell (or iteration) is
Fig. (b), i.e., the unfolded MDFG. The arrows are dependence vectors between
cells corresponding to the nonzero-weighted. edges in Fig. (b).

the new edge in , is equal
to . Apply such operations to all
edges in .

In the example of Fig. 5, we copy 2 3 instances of each node
from into , and label the instances by which is any one
of integral 2-component vectors that satisfy

, where . The example is a specific application of
Procedure 4.1. Another more complicate case of 2-D unfolding
transform on an 2-D MDFG is shown in Fig. 6.

Theorem 4.1: The procedure of multidimensional unfolding
on MDFG described in Procedure 4.1 preserves all dependence
relations existing in the -D iteration space which is con-
structed based on the original MDFG by Procedure 2.1.

Proof: Suppose that the original MDFG is . The task
of this proof is to demonstrate that all dependence vectors be-
tween cells in (in which each cell is an instance of , ex-
cluding nonzero delay-weighted edges) are preserved, and all
dependence relations within a cell in (specified by edges in
whose delay-weights are ) are also maintained after unfolding
transform. After Procedure 4.1, we obtain with unfolding
factor . A new -D iteration space is constructed based on

following Procedure 2.1. Now we show that all dependen-
cies (including those among cells and within each cell) existing
in and have one-to-one corresponding relationship.

Suppose that represents any one of dependencies in
, where is an instance of node (a node of )

located in the cell indexed by in , and is an instance of
node (a node of ) located in the cell indexed by in . is
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specified by edge in . According to Procedure
2.1, if , we have and represents a dependence
within cell in , otherwise represents a dependence between
different cells and in , where .

Now we are to prove that we can always find a unique de-
pendence from that corresponds to . First, we present a
one-to-one corresponding relationship between nodes in cells
of and those in cells of . Corresponding to any node
(a node of ) in the cell indexed by in , we find a unique
node (a node of ) in the cell indexed by in , where

% and . Vice versa, we can always find
a unique node in given any node in . Thus, we can find
a unique node in corresponding to in : (a node
of ) in the cell indexed by in , where % and

. We label this node as . In , there is a de-
pendence: (where is an instance of node
from located in the cell indexed by ), which is specified by
an edge of , with equal to % , and

equal to (per Step 2 of Procedure 4.1).
Moreover, per Procedure 2.1, . In accordance
with the one-to-one corresponding relationship between nodes
in cells of and those nodes in cells of which we specify at
the beginning of this paragraph, in corresponds to
in , where . Replacing and by their values as
derived above, we have

%

%

In other words, in uniquely corresponds to in , or,
the dependence: is that we are looking for in
corresponding to in .

In a similar way, we can demonstrate that a dependence can
always be found from given any in . Thus, we conclude
that all dependence relations existing in are preserved in
after Procedure 4.1.

B. Properties of Multidimensional Unfolding on the MDFG

As introduced in the next section, the cycles in the original
MDFG play a key role in affecting the inter-iteration parallelism
within the multidimensional DSP algorithms, so we pay special
attention to the cycles in the unfolded MDFG when studying
the transform of multidimensional unfolding. Fig. 7 gives an ex-
ample of 2-D unfolding where some distinct cycles are gener-
ated in the unfolded MDFG.

Property 4.1: Corresponding to each cycle (if any) in
the original MDFG, there are distinct cycles in the
unfolded MDFG after the unfolding transform as described
in Procedure 4.1. is the unfolding factor. is evalu-
ated in the following way. Suppose is the sum of the
delay-weights along all edges in cycle in the original

Fig. 7. A multidimensional unfolding on a cyclic 2-D MDFG. (a) A 2-D cyclic
MDFG. (b) The multidimensional unfolding of the MDFG in (a) by unfodling
factor = (2; 2). More cycles are generated.

MDFG. are components of . Suppose
, where

and are co-prime integers for . Then
.

Proof: Let and be the original MDFG and the
unfolded MDFG. Let be a node in cycle of G. There are

nodes corresponding to U in G’. let any one of them be
labeled as , where is any one of integral -component
vectors that satisfy . Let corresponding
to be the cycle going through in . From Step 2 in
Procedure 4.1, and based on Property 2.5, it is easy to find
that also goes through % %
until it reaches % by finishing the circular
path, where is the least positive integer that satisfies the
equation % . Note that the calculations on

-component vectors are component-wise, so there are actu-
ally scalar equations ( % for )
restricting the evaluation of . Now we claim that is equal
to Q. We can always get co-prime integers and such that

for . is the least value that can
have to satisfy the equation % .
Thus, is the least value that
can have to satisfy all of equations % (for
any integer ). So every distinct cycle in corre-
sponding to cycle has nodes that correspond to of :

% % % . Con-
sidering that there are nodes in corresponding to in
total, we conclude that there are totally distinct cycles in
the unfolded MDFG corresponding to .

Property 4.2: Corresponding to each edge with
the delay-weight in the original MDFG, the total delay-
weights of the instances of edge in the unfolded MDFG is

.
Proof: First we have that

always holds for
any two integers and . It can be proved by assuming

, where m and x are integers and , and
considering that there are exactly integers greater than or equal
to within the range of . Since there are totally

instances of e in the unfolded MDFG, the sum of delay-
weights of these instances is .
Suppose . Expanding the component-
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wise calculations on -component vectors, and considering the
ranges of components of , we have

(1)

Property 4.3: Corresponding to each cycle in the original
MDFG, the sum of delay-weights of all edges in each distinct
cycle (corresponding to ) in the unfolded MDFG is equal
to , where is the sum of delay-weights of all
edges in , and and were previously defined.

Proof: Suppose that successively contains edges
in the original MDFG. contains instances

of each of these edges in the unfolded MDFG. Assume that
they are ,
successively in . Edge in the unfolded MDFG is assumed
to correspond to edge in the original MDFG for
and . Suppose edge is from node to node
in the unfolded MDFG. According to Step 2 in Procedure 4.1,

% and , or the
latter one of the two equations can be rewritten as

% (2)

Similarly, we have an equation regarding that immedi-
ately follows in : % .
Replacing by % , we have

% %

%

% (3)

From this point, we similarly derive equations regarding other
edges that follows successively in :

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

% (4)

Summing up the equations in (2)–(4), we have
% , where is the sum of

delay-weights of all edges in . Reviewing the evaluation of
, and recalling that all delay-weights are defined to be inte-

gral vectors, we have % and % , and thus
.

C. Translating the MR-MDFG Into the Single-Rate MDFG
Based on Multidimensional Intercalation

In this section we use the same symbols as in Section III. The
procedure of multidimensional intercalation, Procedure 3.1, re-
locates the cells of unit subgraphs of an MR-MDFG in iteration
space (an example of 2-D intercalation is illustrated in Fig. 4).

is the number of unit subgraphs in the MR-MDFG. Consider
a unit subgraph in an MR-MDFG, , whose rate
(Definition 3.4) is assumed to be . From every cell of itera-
tion space (e.g., a cell indexed by ), is moved to another cell
in iteration space (e.g., a cell indexed by ) in Pro-
cedure 3.1. Thus after Procedure 3.1, there is only one cell con-
taining every other lattice points in iteration space.
Let be . Furthermore, if we
combine the cells in every adjacent lattice points in iter-
ation space into a group, we can get a combined data-flow graph
(including copies of at these cells, ) represented
by such a group. So we get a reduced iteration space where each
lattice point is such a group. In each of such group, there are

or copies of . Each group in the
reduced iteration space contains the same combined data-flow
graph, and the dependencies between groups are represented by
constant vectors instead of variable vectors per Theorem 3.2.
Thus the reduced iteration space can actually be constructed fol-
lowing Procedure 2.1 based on a single-rate MDFG (i.e., all of
its edges are single-rate edges with their multirate-weights equal
to ) which is the combined data-flow graph corresponding to
each group. The translation of an MR-MDFG into a single-rate
MDFG is formulated in Procedure 4.2, which can be taken as a
procedure combining Procedure 3.1 and Procedure 4.1.

Procedure 4.2—Multidimensional Unfolding on the Multidi-
mensionally Intercalated MR-MDFG: Input: An MR-MDFG.
Output: A single-rate MDFG.

Step 1) Cut off all multirate edges from the original
MR-MDFG to partition it into unit subgraphs:

, and the rates of these unit sub-
graphs are . Assume as
evaluated in Step 2 of Procedure 3.1.

Step 2) Let be . Take
as the multidimensional unfolding factor,

apply Procedure 4.1 onto respec-
tively. Suppose that is unfolded to

.
Step 3) Now we draw edges to connect .

Consider each multirate edge connecting two
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unit subgraphs in the original MR-MDFG, e.g.,
, where

. Suppose the delay-weight
and the multirate-weight of are and

respectively. Let and
. In , find the following in-

stances of U: , where and
is any one of integral vectors that satisfy

. Starting from each , draw
edge % ,
where % belongs to

, and the delay-weight of
.

In Step 2, is unfolded to with unfolding factor
and is unfolded to with unfolding factor

. As assumed in the description of Step 3,
contains node contains node , and there is a multirate
edge in the original MR-MDFG.
per Property 3.1 and Definition 3.4. There are instances
of in and instances of in because of un-
folding transforms. Without loosing generality, we may suppose

, and thus there are more instances of in than
those of in . We can draw edges (corresponding to ) only
from some (NOT all) instances of to (all) instances of .

To explain the last sentence of Step 3, we employ one auxil-
iary node and two auxiliary edges and
to replace in the original MR-MDFG.

, and . After Step 1, is cut off,
and , and are located in . After Step 2 of Procedure
4.2 (i.e., Procedure 4.1) is applied onto with as the
unfolding factor, we have the unfolded MDFG, , in which
there are instances of , and . Following Step 2 of
Procedure 4.1, for each in where is any integral vector
that satisfy , we draw an edge

% , with . Now
we connect and by drawing edges corresponding to
starting from each in (the evaluation of is the same as in
Step 3 of Procedure 4.2). Recalling that is an edge with delay-
weight as zero and multirate-weight as , and reviewing
the input/output relation corresponding to a multirate-weighted
edge, we draw . Combining and , and
replacing by , we have the expressions in Step 3 of
Procedure 4.2.

Including and the edges connecting them
generated in Step 3 as above, we obtain a larger MDFG, which
performs the same function as the original MR-MDFG as
claimed in the following Theorem 4.2.

Theorem 4.2: The multidimensional unfolding on the multi-
dimensionally intercalated MR-MDFG as formulated in Proce-
dure 4.2 preserves the dependence relationships inherent in the
algorithm represented by the original MR-MDFG.

Proof: In this proof we use the same symbols as before.
The Multidimensional unfolding on the subgraphs

does not change the dependence relationships represented
by the edges within the subgraphs per Theorem 4.1. The mul-
tidimensional intercalation on the MR-MDFG does not change
the dependence relations between the cells (in iteration space)
corresponding to the subgraphs of the MR-MDFG as designated
in Step 3 in Procedure 3.1. Now we show that the edges con-

necting the unfolded subgraphs drawn in Step
3 of Procedure 4.2 are strictly corresponding to the dependence
relations inherent in the algorithm represented by the original
MR-MDFG. Consider any multirate edge in the MR-MDFG

, where . In
the unfolded MDFG that combines all cells at adjacent
lattice points in iteration space (after multidimensional interca-
lation), there are copies of subgraph and
copies of subgraph respectively. In the unfolded (or ),
there are (or ) instances of U (or V). It is ob-
vious that not all instances of U are connected to all instances of
V because (per Property 3.1 and Defi-
nition 3.1). For every instance of , there are instances
of V. Noticing this, and transferring in terms of , we
could drag (with ) into when unfolding it to . Note
that there are instances of when unfolding and
to and . According to Step 3 of Procedure 4.1, we could
get the target instance of when connecting via , and the
delay-weight of after unfolding. The only difference from Pro-
cedure 4.1 is that we need to replace by when in

is involved and recall the unfolding factor for as .
Thus, Step 3 of Procedure 4.2 is just an application of Step 3 of
Procedure 4.1 onto the result of multidimensional intercalation
for those multirate edges in the MR-MDFG. So the dependence
relations inherent in the algorithm represented by the original
MR-MDFG are preserved in Procedure 4.2.

Property 4.4: Suppose is a cycle in the original
MR-MDFG containing edges: and nodes:

consecutively. are the rates of
these nodes respectively. is the edge from to . The delay
of , is defined as based
on Definition 2.4. The unfolding factor for , is defined as

, with the same as in Procedure 4.2.
are components of . are components
of . Suppose
where and are co-prime integers for , and

. The following always holds: each
distinct cycle corresponding to in the translated single-rate
MDFG (which is generated in Procedure 4.2) contains
instances of nodes .

Proof: In the following, we exploit two equations
per Property 2.5 % % and %

% % for any three integers , and .
(for ) per Prop-

erty 3.1. The unfolding factor for node in Procedure
4.2 is
(for ). In the translated single-rate MDFG, for

, there are instances of in total according
to Step 2 of Procedure 4.2. Let any one of them be labeled
as , where is any one of integral vectors
that satisfy . Suppose and

are any two neighboring nodes on
. According to the last sentence of Step 3 in Procedure 4.2,

we always have % ,
where is the un-
folding factor for .

Assume that is the cycle going through in the trans-
lated single-rate MDFG. Taking as the starting node,
now we determine other nodes one by one successively along .
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The node immediately following on is , where
% . Then based on the rela-

tion derived in the above paragraph, similarly we determine the
next node on as , where

%

%

%

% (5)

By inclusion, the following nodes can be determined
successively on for (recalling as the number of
nodes on cycle ), where

% (6)

The last node which has been determined so far is .
The node immediately following it on is , where

% , also based on the last sentence of Step
3 in Procedure 4.2. Replacing by

% , exploiting
(per Property 2.1), and considering the defi-

nition of , we have

% (7)

Note that we have not finished determining all nodes
on when we reach % . We continue to
determine the rest nodes along successively. Simi-
larly as above, starting from % , we find
that also goes through % (or

% ), % until it reaches

% by finishing the circular path ,
where is the least positive integer that satisfies the equation

% .
Notice that the calculations on -component vectors are

component-wise, so there are actually scalar equations
( % for ) restricting the evaluation of

. We can always get co-prime integers and such that
for . is the least value that can

satisfy equation % . To satisfy
equations % (for ) together, is equal
to . Thus, each distinct cycle corre-
sponding to in the translated single-rate MDFG generated in
Procedure 4.2 contains instances of nodes .

Property 4.5: When another node on cycle is arbitrarily se-
lected and relabeled as in Property 4.4 and the rest nodes on
cycle are re-abeled as successively (as before,

is the number of nodes on cycle ), we accordingly relabel
the edges on as successively, with being the
edge from to . The values of and which are defined in
the description of Property 4.4 change in accordance, but ’s
value remains the same.

Proof: For differentiation, we refer to relabeled sym-
bols and re-alued variables by giving a superscript “new.”
Suppose we select a node and re-
label it as , So . Then we relabel the
rest successive nodes (which are originally labeled as

on cycle ) as
successively.

(for ), and
(for ). For edges which are origi-
nally labeled as on cycle

, we relabel them by successively.
(for ), and

(for ). The value of changes to
. Let

be . So .
Following the definition of in the description of Prop-

erty 4.4

(8)

Breaking the summation into two parts

(9)

Let the first term in the right side of the equation be , and the
second term in the same side be . Breaking the expression of
multiplication in into two parts, we have

(10)

Transforming the indices for summation and multiplications by
and , we have

In the second term for

(11)

Transforming the indices for summation and multiplication by
and , we have
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Since (per Property 2.1), or
, we have

Summing up and , we have

(12)

In evaluating , the equation %
is used, in the same way as explained in the proof for Property

4.4. Replacing by and by , and
exploiting Property 2.5, we have equation %

, which is the same equation as the one solved for in the
proof for Property 4.4. So .

Property 4.6: Corresponding to cycle in the original
MR-MDFG, there are
distinct cycles in the translated single-rate MDFG which is
generated by Procedure 4.2. The symbols are used in the same
way as before.

Proof: Cycle contains edges: and
nodes: consecutively. are the
rates of these nodes respectively. is the edge from to

. In the translated single-rate MDFG, for , there
are instances of in total according to Step 2 of
Procedure 4.2. Let any one of them be labeled as ,
where is any one of integral vectors that satisfy

. .
Consider node . If is such an integral vector that

all of
are integral vectors, we call

complete. % is also complete if
is complete based on Property 2.2.

Now we consider whether there exists a path going through
and consecutively in the

translated single-rate MDFG. If is not complete, there is
no such a path because of Property 2.2. If is complete,
we can always find a path successively going through nodes

which are determined based on (5) and (6) in the proof
of Property 4.4. Also if is complete, can be
determined as % based on (7) in the proof of
Property 4.4. Going on the same analysis from %
now, if % is complete, we can always find a path
in the translated single-rate MR-MDFG corresponding to
that goes through % %
(or % ), % until it reaches

% . To sum up, a cycle in the trans-
lated single-rate MDFG corresponding to can be constructed
if and only if is complete.

However, not all instances of are inte-
gral in the translated single-rate MDFG. Let

be
. When

( is an integral vector such that ), is
integral. There are in total instances of in the translated
single-rate MDFG which are complete, where .
Based upon Property 2.4, we have

(13)

Since any complete instance of is on a cycle in the translated
single-rate MDFG corresponding to , and each cycle contains

instances of (Property 4.4), we conclude that there are
distinct cycles in the

translated single-rate MDFG totally.
Property 4.7: Corresponding to each edge in

the original MR-MDFG, , the summed delay-weights of all
instances of edge in the translated single-rate MDFG, , is

, where and
are the rates of and respectively, is the same as

before, , and and
are s delay-weight and multirate-weight, respectively.

Proof: We have that
always holds for a

positive integer . It can be proved by assuming ,
where is an integer and , considering that there are
exactly integers greater than or equal to within the range
of . Now we consider each dimension in the -D
iteration space separately. A symbol of vector but NOT in bold-
face and with subscript refers to the component
of this vector on the th dimension. Let .

. In Step 2 (if is a single-rate edge) or Step 3 (if
is a multirate edge) of Procedure 4.2, there are copies of

edge in .
If is an edge in corresponding to in , in Procedure

4.2 we know that ,
where (Property 3.1), and
( is any one of integral vectors that satisfy

).
Consider the summation of over all the vectors

(14)

when , we have
, ( is any integer such that ). The summa-

tion for over all is

(15)
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with a derivation similar to the last sentence in the proof of
Property 4.2. When , we have

, ( is any integer such that
). The summation for over all is

(16)

with a derivation similar to the last sentence in the proof of Prop-
erty 4.2. So we have .

Property 4.8: Corresponding to cycle
in the original MR-MDFG, a cycle

is in the translated single-rate MDFG,
where is any one of integral vectors that satisfy

. are the rates of nodes on :
respectively. is the summed delay-weights

of all edges along . The following always holds:
, where the delay of , is defined based on Def-

inition 2.4, and . Other symbols are the same as
before.

Proof: Suppose cycle contains edges:
and nodes: consecutively. is the
edge from to . is the edge from to . For

(per Property 3.1). In the translated single-rate MDFG, for
, there are instances of in total according

to Step 2 of Procedure 4.2. Let any one of them be labeled as
, where is any one of integral vectors that sat-

isfy . Based on Property 4.4, contains
instances of the nodes of and instances

of the edges of on . Assume that the edges
in are suc-
cessively. Edge is the th edge on starting
from . Edge corresponds to edge in the original
MR-MDFG ( and ). Suppose edge is
from to ( and ).

Based on Definition 2.4

(17)

For any two neighboring nodes on and
, according to the last sen-

tence of Step 3 in Procedure 4.2, we always have

% (18)

where is the unfolding
factor for . For edge

, we also have

(19)

based on the last sentence of Step 3 of Procedure 4.2.
Now we begin the analysis of the delay-weights of edges

in starting from edge . Based on the

last sentence of Step 3 in Procedure 4.2, and considering that
, we have

%

where the latter one of the two equations can be rewritten as

%

In the same way, based on the last sentence of Step 3 in
Procedure 4.2, we also have two similar equations regarding

which immediately follows in

%

and

%

In the latter one of the two equations, replacing by
% , and per Property 2.5, we have

%

%

From this point, by inclusion, we similarly obtain equations
regarding other edges, (for ), which follow suc-
cessively in

%

%

Multiplying both sides of the equation regarding by
, and noticing (per Property

2.1), we have

%

%

(20)

Note that the second term of the left-hand side of (20) for
is the same as the first term of the right-hand side

of (20) for (for ). Now summing
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up these (20) for edges , and considering
, we have

% (21)

Based on our assumption in the end of first paragraph of this
proof, edge is from to . The next node
on which immediately follows , from (7) in the proof
of Property 4.4, is , where % . is
the edge starting from on . Now we begin the same
analysis as above for the delay-weights of edges in starting
from . With the same equations, we have

%

or

%

% (22)

Similarly, we know that is the edge starting from on
, where . Moreover, we know that

is the edge starting from on
. Beginning the same analysis as above for the delay-weights

of edges in from , for , we have

%

% (23)

Summing up these equations, and considering that
% (based on the last paragraph in the

Proof of Property 4.4), we have , or
.

Property 4.9: When another node on cycle is arbitrarily
selected and relabeled as in Property 4.8, and its following
nodes are relabeled as consecutively, the values
of and change in accordance, but ’s value remains
the same.

Proof: We use the same symbols as in the Proof of Prop-
erty 4.5, where the symbols with superscript new correspond
to variables after relabeling. Based on the last paragraph in the
Proof of Property 4.5, after relabeling, is un-
changed, and also remains the same. Thus

.
Property 4.10: After Procedure 4.2, each cell in the iteration

space for the data-flow graph represents adjacent cells
which are located in the iteration space before Procedure 4.2.

Proof: Suppose that is any node in the original
MR-MDFG, with as its rate. It is unfolded by the unfolding
factor of in Procedure 4.2. Since there is such a node
every other lattice points in original iteration space
as the result of the multidimensional intercalation (note that
Procedure 3.1 does not modify the original iteration space),
it can be concluded that each lattice point (a cell) in iteration
space for the result of Procedure 4.2 is representing
cells of the original iteration space.

V. EXPLORING THE INTER-ITERATION PARALLELISM WITHIN

THE ALGORITHMS REPRESENTED BY THE MR-MDFG

The iteration period bound in any 1-D data flow program with
feedback loops is given in [14] by

(24)

where the maximum is taken over all feedback loops in the
DFG, is the sum of the execution times associated with all the
nodes in feedback loop , and is the sum of the delay-weights
of all nodes in feedback loop .

Periodic schedules are said to be rate-optimal if the iteration
period is the same as the iteration bound. One can never
achieve an iteration period less than this bound even when
infinite processors are available. Parhi [15] has demonstrated that
rate-optimal schedules can always be constructed for algorithms
represented by a 1-D DFG based on the construction of a
so-called perfect-rate DFG. However, when the analysis is
extended to multidimensional cases, the formula for the iteration
bound is no longer applicable since the delay-weights in the
data-flow graph are vectors instead of scalars. Moreover, the
perfect-rate DFG can be constructed in [15] if and only if the
delay-weight of an edge would not be changed by the operation
of 1-D unfolding, and thus such perfect-rate DFG can NEVER
be constructed in a multidimensional case based on Property 4.2
and Property 4.7 in this paper. To the best of our knowledge, there
is no research reported on exploring inter-iteration parallelism
within the MDFG and especially within the MR-MDFG in
literature to this date, one of the difficulties for which lies in
the complex dependence relationships between cells in -D
iteration space.

Consider a multidimensional algorithm described by an
acyclic MDFG in Fig. 9. Since all paths starting from the input
nodes (sources) in the acyclic MDFG are noncircular, we could
assign a processor to each distinct path starting from sources
of the MDFG in each cell in the iteration space, and have all
these processors execute the tasks corresponding to the nodes
along the paths at different cells concurrently. Though there are
dependencies between processors because of the delay-weights
in the MDFG, the task corresponding to the same node in the
MDFG yet in different cells can be executed simultaneously
without schedule conflict if the communication constraints
among processors are neglected. Thus, considering that signal
processing data-flow programs are nonterminating in nature, or
that the order of the input size is more than that of the size of
the data-flow graph, we can achieve arbitrarily shorter iteration
period on average for algorithms represented by the acyclic
MDFG given the availability of a large number of processors.

On the other hand, for an algorithm described by a cyclic
MDFG in Fig. 10, though we could assign a few processors to
each cell in iteration space, the same node in the MDFG yet
in some different cells CANNOT be executed simultaneously
since there are dependence relationships regarding this node be-
tween cells. A conclusion can be drawn from Figs. 6–8: in either
a 1-D DSP algorithm or an -D DSP algorithm, whether an ar-
bitrarily shorter iteration period can be achieved is determined
on whether there exists a node in the data-flow graph in a cell
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Fig. 8.Acyclic 1-D DFG executed with arbitrary concurrency. (a) An acyclic
1-D DFG to be executed by arbitrary concurrency. (b) The DFG is executed by
two processors in pararallel. (c) The DFG is executed by eight processors in
pararallel.

Fig. 9. Acyclic 2-D MDFG executed with arbitrary concurrency. (a) An
acyclic 2-D MDFG, to be executed in arbitrary concurrency. (b) The code
corresponding to the 2-D MDFG in (a). (c) The MDFG in (a) is executed
by nine processors in parallel. Note that any instance of A can be executed
simultaneously.

that depends on itself but in different cells in iteration space.
More exactly, there is still a lower bound on the iteration period
for algorithms represented by the cyclic MDFG, although the
formula for the definition of iteration bound, (24), is not appli-
cable to multidimensional cases because is a vector instead
of a scalar. In the remainder of this paper, we do not consider
the nodes of the MDFG which do not belong to any cycle, and
those nodes can be scheduled using postprocessors with arbi-
trarily shorter iteration bound.

Fig. 10. A trial of parallel scheduling of a cyclic 2-D MDFG. (a) A cyclic
2-D MDFG. (b) The code corresponding to the MDFG in (a). An unfeasible
scheduling of parallel execution of the MDFG in (a) because instances A11 and
A22; A12 and A23; A21 and A32; A22 and A33;� � � are dependent and cannot
be executed simultaneously.

To explore the iteration period bound in algorithms repre-
sented by the MDFG is to explore the inter-iteration parallelism
within them. Only when as many as possible nodes located in all
cells in iteration space are executed concurrently can the least
iteration period be achieved.

Prior to the discussion of the inter-iteration parallelism
within cyclic MDFGs, we introduce the concepts of free
schedule and time-optimal linear schedule. In simple terms, an
algorithm is represented as an ordered subset (index set) of a
multidimensional iteration space. A free schedule assigns an
operation indexed by x in iteration space to execute as soon as
its operands are ready (i.e., all those operations finish execu-
tion on which the operation x depends). Free schedule is also
usually refered to as soon as possible scheduling in synthesis
community. Free schedules fully explore the parallelism of
algorithms and the total execution achieved by a free schedule
is exactly the lower bound of the execution time [16]. A linear
schedule is a mapping from the multidimensional algorithm
index set into a 1-D time space; this mapping is expressed
as a linear transformation that involves the multiplication of
a vector (linear schedule vector) by each lattice point of the
index set. The purpose of time-optimal linear scheduling is to
show how a linear schedule vector can be determined so that
the algorithm can be executed in a minimal amount of time
[16], [17]. The difference between the total execution times
achieved by the free schedule and the optimal linear schedule
is bounded by a constant, and often this constant is zero. Linear
schedules are easier to use to measure the parallelism since the
total execution time by a linear schedule is a closed function of
linear schedule vector [17]. The problem of time-optimal linear
schedule for uniform dependence algorithms has been well-an-
alyzed based on similar approaches simple cycle shrinking,
generalized selective shrinking, and generalized truth depen-
dence shrinking [16], [17]. Extending those approaches, we
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present cyclic MR-MDFG shrinking and its optimal solution,
based on which the algorithm for optimal scheduling on cyclic
MR-MDFG shrinking is proposed, and an upper bound of the
number of processors for exploiting parallelism within MDFG
or MR-MDFG is also given. The cyclic MR-MDFG shrinking
is an adaptation from the procedure of generalized selective
shrinking. The only difference in between is the problem mod-
eling. Our contribution is to reformulate the problem modeling
of cyclic MDFG scheduling such that the methodology and
results in [16] and [17] can be employed in this paper.

A pair can be used to characterize the uniform
dependence algorithm, where J is the index set or itera-
tion space. Each element(cell) in J is an -tuple column
vector corresponding to one iteration. Matrix D is the de-
pendence matrix, with m columns, each of which is a
dependence vector . J is considered as
convex polyhedron index sets, which can be described by

, and
.

A generalized selective shrinking [16] is a mapping
such that ,

where the row vector is called the schedule vector
specifying

and .
For algorithm (J, D), the total execution time (with time-op-
timal linear schedule) by the generalized selective shrinking
is .
The derivation and an explanation for this equation
can be found in [16]. Thus the problem of finding the
optimal generalized shrinking for minimum execution
time can be formulated as: find to minimize

sub-
ject to (1) (2) .

The cyclic MR-MDFG shrinking is an extension on the
generalized selective shrinking. Consider an MR-MDFG that
is translated into a single-rate MDFG by Procedure 4.2. Since
noncircular paths can be executed with arbitrary inter-iteration
parallelism, only cycles in the MR-MDFG are considered.
Suppose there are cycles in the MR-MDFG.
For , let be the summed delay-weights of
the edges on , and be the summed execution time of
the nodes on . The number of cycles in the translated
MDFG is derived per Property 4.1 and Property 4.6. The
total delay-weights of each distinct cycle in the translated
MDFG can be derived per Property 4.3, Property 4.8
and Property 4.9. J is the iteration space for the algorithm
represented by the original MR-MDFG, and the iteration
space for the translated MDFG would be
based on Property 4.10. In linear scheduling, and with the
availability of parallel processors, the execution time for
is ,
where is the schedule vector. In executing the same
as in [16], the computation indexed by in iteration space

is executed only after the execution of computation in-
dexed by , upon which depends. This follows
the constraint . Given the availability of parallel
processors, the parallel execution time for all cycles is

,

where the maximum is taken over all cycles in the MDFG
translated from the original MR-MDFG. This formula is called
cyclic MR-MDFG shrinking.

The optimal solution to cyclic MR-MDFG shrinking
is to find so as to minimize or to minimize

subject to (1) (for respecting the dependence
constraints and for the cycles to be computable) (2)

, where delay-matrix D is with
columns, each of which is a vector .
Construct matrix with columns each of which is

, where is a minimum positive
integer such that elements in are integers. In the formula
of generalized selective shrinking, replacing and by
and , respectively, we unite the ways in finding solutions for
optimal generalized selective shrinking and for optimal cyclic
MR-MDFG shrinking. Optimal solution of the linear schedule
vector , denoted as , can be found based on the procedures
in [16] and [17].

We define the Criticality of a cycle in the MDFG as
. A schedule of a list of nodes

is said to be contiguous if the nodes are scheduled without
any intermediate gap or idle time. In this paper, the communi-
cation latency in multiprocessor implementation is neglected
for focusing on the key topics. Given vector , we define an
otho-plane as a hyperplane that is orthogonal to in iteration
space. Moreover, we define as the maximum number of
lattice points on any otho-planes in the iteration space. Now
we construct the scheduling algorithm for executing the cycles
in the MDFG in parallel according to the solution for the
optimal cyclic MR-MDFG shrinking.

Algorithm 5.1: In -D iteration space along the orienta-
tion of , for , consider Set including
adjacent ortho-planes, with at most lattice
points and with one iteration of cycle in each lattice point.
All iterations of cycles in sets are then or-
dered, and scheduled according to the decreasing order of the
criticalities of cycles. For those iterations of cycles with equal
criticality, they are ordered among themselves at random. The
nodes in each iteration of cycles are also ordered to form a list
so that the precedence constraints are satisfied. A separate pro-
cessor is assigned for scheduling of each iteration. The nodes
of the iteration with the greatest criticality are scheduled con-
tiguously in processor . Then, the nodes of the next iteration
in the criticality list are scheduled in processor such that
and compute in parallel and the schedules completed so far
are preserved. In other words, if some of the nodes of this itera-
tion also belong to the previously scheduled iteration (this might
be true if the two iterations correspond two intersecting cycles),
then the schedule of these nodes should remain unaltered. This
process is repeated similarly in scheduling all other ordered iter-
ations. In scheduling, there may be necessary communications
between processors or between a processor and storage to ex-
change data or load/store data. Once scheduling of all iterations
of in Set is completed, substitute next
adjacent ortho-planes in the orientation of for right away,
and continuously repeat the scheduling of iterations of as
above by using the same processors among again.
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This process is repeated until all iterations of all cycles in iter-
ation space are scheduled. The total number of processors is
at most .

Property 5.1: All nodes in any cycle sched-
uled by Algorithm 5.1 are computed contiguously, unless has
common nodes with another cycle , and
the criticality of is less than that of .

Proof: First, suppose does not share nodes with any
other cycle. Without loosing generality, assume that is a cir-
cular path . Consider an arbitrary
iteration of (called X) in iteration space . According to
Algorithm 5.1, the nodes in this iteration are computed in a pro-
cessor contiguously. After that, this processor, without any in-
termediate gap, continues to compute the next iteration (called
Y) in which is distanced by along the orientation of .
According to the delay-weight of , the node in Y is adjacently
dependent on the node in X. So is scheduled contiguously.
Now assume that and have a common node. Suppose that

is . Consider the scheduling of
instances of in an iteration. If the criticality
of is less than that of , the schedule of is not affected
by . Otherwise, is scheduled contiguously after in Al-
gorithm 5.1, and there can be a gap between the schedule of
and the schedule of .

Property 5.2: Algorithm 5.1 respects all dependence con-
straints in the MDFG.

Proof: First consider the dependence constraints within a
cycle in the MDFG: . Set is
defined as in Algorithm 5.1. Along the orientation of in it-
eration space , the data-flow corresponding to can be de-
scribed as: data flowing from an instance of in iteration X
in to , to an instance of in , then “jumping” to the
next instance of in iteration Y which is away from X by a
distance of . So the computations of all iterations of path

in every adjacent ortho-planes can be
scheduled to be concurrent without violating the dependence
constraints in , i.e., Algorithm 5.1 respects the dependence
constraints in . Secondly, consider the dependence constraints
within intersected cycles, say, and

. In an iteration cell, or a lat-
tice point (called A) in iteration space , the schedule of com-
puting an instance of is constrained by the dependencies in
both and . Along the orientation of , this instance of
(called X) is dependent on another two instances of located
in two previously scheduled iteration cells which are away from
A by distances of and respectively. Tracking back-
ward the data-flow in , X is dependent on an instance of
(called Y) located in an iteration cell which is away from A by
the distance of . Given Y, the least execu-
tion time to get X required by the schedule of is

; the least execution time required by
the schedule of is . To
respect the dependence constraints in both and , in Algo-
rithm 5.1 we must select the greater one from and , and
schedule its corresponding iteration of cycle ( or ) with
priority. That is, schedule the cycles in the decreasing order of
their criticalities. Thus, Algorithm 5.1 respects the dependence
constraints in either a single cycle or in intersected cycles.

Property 5.3: Given , the constructed Algorithm 5.1 for
scheduling the MDFG achieves the least execution time desig-
nated in cyclic MDFG shrinking.

Proof: Since Algorithm 5.1 contiguously sched-
ules the cycle with the greatest criticality, and mean-
while other cycles are computed concurrently, the ex-
ecution time required by Algorithm 5.1 is

, where
. So

, i.e., the time designated in cyclic MDFG
shinking.

Property 5.4: The complexity in Algorithm 5.1 is
( is the number of cycles in the MDFG), for sorting the criti-
calities of cycles in the MDFG.

Property 5.5: In exploring inter-iteration parallelism within
rate-balanced multirate multidimensional DSP Algorithms rep-
resented by the MR-MDFG: , via inter-
calation, unfolding and cyclic MR-MDFG shrinking, the com-
plexity is made up of three parts: part I is O(VE), to find
cycles in the MR-MDFG (using Bellman-Ford algorithm), and
to calculate rate for each node (as Step 1 and Step 2
of Procedure 3.1), Q, and delay-weights of edges
after unfolding (as in Procedure 4.1, Procedure 4.2 and their
properties); part II is to find optimal solution to cyclic
MDFG shrinking, and the complexity analysis is the same
as for generalized selective shrinking, which is found in [16]
and [17], mostly dependent on (where is the number
of dimensions and small in practical algorithms); part III is

, to construct Algorithm 5.1, where is the number
of cycles in the MR-MDFG.

VI. DESIGN EXAMPLE

There are many practical DSP algorithms with feedback
recursions such as SFQ [26], [27], adaptive-computation based
algorithms and some other algorithms with data-dependent
computation structures. At low level of signal processing, the
computation structures of algorithms are basically static or
data-independent. The algorithms include fundamental wavelet
transforms and main parts of JPEG and MPEG algorithms.
Many of those computation structures can be represented in
acyclic DFGs without using feedback recursions. On the other
hand, for high level signal processing algorithms such as the
SFQ, pattern recognition in acoustic signals, face detection
and fingerprint detection, systems are mostly adaptive and/or
feedback-based in nature, and the computation structures are
dynamic, i.e., data-dependent. Those algorithms can usually
be represented by cyclic DFGs where data might flow within
the system along circular paths because of the feedbacks. In
literature there have been many software implementations for
high-level signal processing algorithms and data-dependent
computations, but many are of low performance in terms of
execution time and can be used seldom in real-time applications.
With more and more advanced VLSI techniques nowadays we
can integrate larger circuits into chips and have a broader range
of options in designing complex circuit systems. Within such
circumstances, this paper makes contributions for a theoretical
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understanding of the parallelism exploitation which is essential
in designs of hardware implementations for multidimensional
DSP algorithms.

In this section we briefly introduce the implementation
of a typical multirate multidimensional DSP algorithm with
feedback recursions. We use the SFQ algorithm [26] as the
prototype for our example to implement. The SFQ scheme in
[26] is an adaptive transform coding framework that extends
basic wavelet transforms to the signal-dependent wavelet packet
transforms. It is one of the best image coding algorithms
in terms of coding efficiency that have been reported. The
optimal scheme of SFQ is a high-complexity algorithm whose
computation structure includes feedback recursions where the
input image is transformed with all wavelet packet trees (i.e.,
arbitrary frequency resolutions), and a specific wavelet packet
decomposition and a scalar quantizer are selected based on
rate-distortion measurements. In a near-optimal and practical
solution [26] whose computation complexity is relatively low,
the schemes of transform and quantizer designs are decoupled,
and the data are transformed and quantized based on rate-
distortion values partially. In literature there are only software
implementations of SFQ algorithms which are executed in
sequential ways. No parallelism within the SFQ algorithms
has ever been explored and exploited.

Generally, the SFQ computation structures can be repre-
sented in cyclic data flow graphs with delay-weights on the
edges connecting various calculation units and feedback cycles
for data-adaptive computations. Fig. 11(a) shows an illustration
of the MR-MDFG representation for the calculation of a sub-
band of data as a part of the algorithm of near-optimal wavelet
packet SFQ. For clarity and brevity, we specify the nodes in the
MR-MDFG as computation units with buffers inside and they
can perform wavelet filtering or other complicate computations.
The edges with delay and multirate weights correspond to the
dependence relationships between calculation units. The values
of the weights are dependent on particular wavelet filters. In
Fig. 11(a), i.e., the original MR-MDFG for the SFQ algorithm,
node A and B are regarding the computations of wavelet
filtering; the other computation nodes are responsible for the
computation tasks of quantizations, error estimations and etc.
Each edge in the graph is labeled with two vectors, e.g., edge

is labeled with where the first vector
is the multirate weight and the second vector is

the delay weight. The symbols represent in-
tegers corresponding to the delays determined by the details of
computation equations which include the selection of wavelet
filters and etc. For brevity and without loosing generality, let

, and .
Based on the procedures and properties in Sections III

and IV, we can translate Fig. 11(a) into a single-rate MDFG.
Following Procedure 3.1, the original MR-MDFG is par-
titioned into two disjoint unit subgraphs, shown as in Fig.
11(b), by cutting off all multirate edges in Fig. 11(a). Sup-
pose that subgraph contains and ; subgraph
contains , and . The rates of the tow subgraphs
are and respectively per Def-

Fig. 11. The MR-MDFG representation of an SFQ algorithm and the partition
of the MR-MDFG. (a) The original MR-MDFG, (b) partitioning MR-MDFG by
cutting off all multirate edges.

inition 3.4. According to Step 2 of Procedure 4.2, we obtain
, and take and

as the unfolding factors to unfold and , i.e., apply
Procedure 4.1 on the unit subgraphs. The number of cycles and
the sum of the delays on the cycles after unfolding are calcu-
lated per Property 4.1 and Property 4.2. It is straightforward in
this case since only has a cycle and the unfolding factor for
this subgraph turns out to be (1, 1). All unfolded subgraphs after
Procedure 4.1 are shown in Fig. 12(a). The new delay vectors
on edges in the unfolded graphs are determined in Procedure
4.1. As the last step to transform the orignal MR-MDFG into
a single-rate MDFG, it is necessary to connect the disjoint
subgraphs by employing Step 3 of Procedure 4.2. The delay
vectors on edges connecting node instances from separate
subgraphs are calculated per equations in Step 3 of Procedure
4.2.

.

.
The number of all cycles and the delay weights on the

cycles after Procedure 4.2 are determined per Property 4.4
through Property 4.8. The result of the translation of the
original MR-MDFG into a single-rate MDFG is shown
in Fig. 12(b). Let the sum of delay vectors on Cycle 1,

, be .
. Let the sum of delay

vectors on Cycle 2, ,
be . . To
consider the exploitation of the inter-iteration parallelism, we
only investigate the subgraph containing cycles after Procedure
4.2 as shown in Fig. 13. According to the procedure in [16], we
obtain the optimal solution of linear scheduling vector equal
to (5, 4) based on the values of and as shown in Fig.
14(a). Given , we can apply Algorithm 5.1 in scheduling the
computation nodes and segment the 2-D iteration space along
the orientation of as in Fig. 14(b). Note that the step size
for segmentations is determined by the length of the projection
of or on the orientation of for Cycle 1 or Cycle 2
respectively. To put it simply, the computation nodes on the
cycles of Fig. 13 in each lattice point (corresponding to an
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Fig. 12. The unfolded unit subgraphs and the final translated single-rate MDFG. (a) Unfolding the partitioned unit subgraphs according to their rates respectively,
(b) the transformed single-rate MDFG.

Fig. 13. The subgraph of the single-rate MDFG containing cycles only.

iteration) of the iteration space can be executed concurrently
within every segmentation.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have proposed the methodologies of multidimensional
intercalation, multidimensional unfolding, and translating a
multirate multidimensional data flow graph into a single-rate
multidimensional data flow graph, and cyclic MDFG shrinking.
Based on these approaches, we have shown how the inter-
iteration parallelism is optimally exploited against precedence
constraints within multirate multidimensional DSP algorithms
in multiprocessor implementation. As a measurement to achieve
the full inter-iteration parallelism, an upper bound on the number
of processors is given, which is derived from the topology
and weights of the MR-MDFG and the shape of the iteration
space, and any other multiprocessor implementations with a
number of processors beyond this bound does not lead to
further improvement.

While this paper is mainly directed to a theoretical un-
derstanding of multiprocessor implementations of multirate
multidimensional DSP algorithms and an exploration of the
inter-iteration parallelism, the design of methodologies in this
paper also helps discussing other topics regarding high-level

Fig. 14. An illustration of the implementation of the SFQ algorithm in 2-D
iteration space. (a) The optimal solution of linear scheduling vector given two
delay vectors in the cycles, (b) the segmentation of the 2-D iteration space along
the orientation of the scheduling vector.

synthesis of multirate multidimensional DSP algorithms. The
proposal of multidimensional intercalation leads to a formu-
lation of retiming operations for multirate multidimensional
DSP algorithms to explore intra-iteration parallelism, on which
we have discussed in [20] for details. A direct mapping of
multirate DSP algorithms to hardware would require data to
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move at different rates on the chip, which involves complicate
routing and synchronization of multiple clock signals. The
methodologies of multidimensional unfolding and translating
an MR-MDFG into an MDFG can lead to mapping a multirate
DSP algorithm into a single-rate VLSI architecture, where the
entire system operates with the same clock signal—no sub-
clocks are necessary and the hardware efficiency is improved
significantly.
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